Yion\w{C®wC, If), determines a multiplication in C*, with respect to which C* is an associative, commutative algebra over If and e is an identity element in C*.
Let a homomorphism w-nvof IF into a ring S be given. S is a If-module with respect to the operation w • s = ws; the S-module Gs = S®w C obtained from the If-module C by inverse transfer of the basic ring to S is an associative, commutative coalgebra with identity over S, with respect to the coproduct mapping ps=I®p of CS = S®WC into S®WC®WC^ (S®WC)®S(S®WC) = CS®SCS;
and M is a basis for Cs over S with each element m of M identified with the element 1 ® m of Cs = S ®WC. If p is a homomorphism of a ring R into (Cs)*, then for each m e M there is a mapping a -* a"(m) of R into S, which will also be denoted by m, and the set of these mappings will be called an M-system of mappings of R into S. If a, beR and meM, then (a + b)m = (a + b)p(m) = (a" + b") (m) = am + bm, and (ab)m = (ab)p(m) = {apbp){m) = {a" ® b») (E",peAf z~ n ® p) = !",".*, ¿W~ (an)(bp). The mappings are determined by the representation p of R in (Cs)*; the type of the M-system of mappings is determined by the "coefficients" zmnp or, equivalently,
by the coalgebra C and its basis M.
(2.1) Example. Let If = Z, the ring of integers; let N be a positive integer; let M = {£); | i e Z and 0 í£ i ;£ N} ; and let zDtDjDk = èij+k. Then an M-system of mappings of R into S consists of a homomorphism D0 and a higher Do-derivation of rank N from R into S. Moreover, every higher D0-derivation of rank N from R into S can be obtained as such an M-system of mappings. If N = 0, M consists only of the homomorphism D0; and if A7 = 1, M consists of the homomorphism D0 and a D0-derivation Dj of R into S. A higher derivation of rank N, in the usual sense, is obtained if R is a subring of S and D0 is the identity mapping of R into S.
(2.2) Example. Let If = Z, let M = {D¡ \ieZ and i ^ 0}, and let zDiDjDk -<>i,j+k-Then an M-system of mappings of R into S consists of a homomorphism D0 and an infinite higher D0-derivation of R into S. Moreover, every infinite higher D0-derivation of R into S can be obtained as such an M-system of mappings. An infinite higher derivation, in the usual sense, is obtained if R is a subring of S and D0 is the identity mapping of R into S. An infinite higher derivation of R into R is called iterative if (aD¡)Dj = (l*J ) (aDi+j) for any iieR and positive i, j e Z. Since there are no nontrivial automorphisms, derivations, or higher derivations on Q( ^]2), this M-system of mappings of R into S is not only of different type from the previous examples, but these mappings on Q( I]2) cannot be algebraic combinations over Q( ^/2) of automorphisms, derivations, and higher derivations.
3. Extensions of M-systems of mappings. Let an M-system of mappings of a ring R into a ring S be determined by a representation p of R into (Cs)*. Given a homomorphism of S into a ring T, let C T = (CS)T be the coalgebra over T obtained from Cs by inverse transfer of the basic ring to T. The mapping R -* (Cs)* -» (CT)*, where \¡/ is the canonical homomorphism of (Cs)* into (CT)*, is a homomorphism of R into (CT)* and determines an M-system of mappings of R into T, which will be said to be deduced from the M-system of mappings of R into S by inverse transfer of the ring S to T. Now suppose n is a homomorphism of the ring R onto a ring Q with kernel I. If J is contained in the kernel of the representation p, then there is an induced homomorphism p of Q into (Cs)*. Consequently, an M-system of mappings of Q into S is induced by the M-system of mappings of R into S. Finally, suppose Q is a ring which is an extension of R. If the representation p of R into (Cs)* can be extended to a homomorphism of Q into (C )*, then the M-system of mappings of R into S is extended to an M-system of mappings of Q into S.
Let {xa 10(6^4} be a set of elements algebraically independent over R, let Q = /?[x"] be the ring of polynomials over R in the xx, ae A, and let {sa>B1 | a e yl and m e M} be a set of elements of S. A homomorphism p of R into (Cs)* can be extended to a homomorphism p of Q into (Cs)*, such that x£(m) = sam, oceX and meM; thus, an M-system of mappings of R into S can be extended to an M-system of mappings of Q = R[xa] into S, such that xam = sajm, ae/1 and m eM.
Let N be a set of elements of R which are not zero divisors in R, and let Q be the ring of quotients of R relative to N. A homomorphism p of R into (Cs)* can be extended to a homomorphism of ß into (Cs)* and, consequently, an Msystem of mappings of R into S can be extended to an M-system of mappings of Q into S if, and only if, ap is a unit in (Cs)* for every ae N. Furthermore, when such an extension exists, it is unique. An equivalent condition can be obtained.
Iff,ge(Cs)*, (f-g)(m) = (f®g) I z^n®p = S z^~pf(n) ■ g (p) = g( Z z^¡f(n)-p\. n,peM n,peM \n,peM / Therefore, under the regular representation of the algebra (Cs)*, an element /of (Cs)* is represented by the transpose of the endomorphism of the S-module Cs which is described with respect to the basis M by the row finite M x M matrix ( Z"eAf z^pf(n))m¡p£M. It is readily verified that the mapping ff:/-» ( E"eM T~f(n)),"iPeM is an isomorphism of (Cs)* into the ring SM of row finite M x M matrices over S. If/is a unit in (Cs)*, then/" is a unit in SM, and, conversely, if/" is a unit in SM, then / is a unit in (Cs)* and its inverse is the image of the identity element e of (Cs)* under the transpose of the endomorphism of Cs described with respect to M by the matrix (f)-1. Therefore, an M-system of mappings of R into S can be extended to an M-system of mappings of Q into S if, and only if, a"" = ( S"eM ^(an))m¡peM is a unit in SM for every a e JV. Still letting N, Q, R, and S be as in the preceding paragraph, reconsider Examples (2.1) and (2.2). In Example (2.1), the M x M matrix ( TneM ¿H^(on))mtPeM is a triangular (AT + 1) x (iV + 1) matrix with entries on the main diagonal equal to aD0, which is a unit in the ring of (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrices over S if, and only if, aD0 is a unit in S. Therefore, this M-system of mappings of R into S can be extended to an M-system of mappings of Q into S if, and only if, aD0 is a unit in S for every a e N. Moreover any such extension is unique. As a special consequence, if Q is a subring of S, then for any higher derivation of rank N from R into S there is a unique extension to a higher derivation of rank N from ß into S.
For Example (2.2) it will be useful to investigate the algebra (Cs)* and the representation p of R into (Cs)*. Let x be the element of (Cs)* such that x(D¡) = ô1A. Then it can be shown that xJ(D¡) = ôj ¡. Thus x is transcendental over S, (Cs)* is isomorphic to the ring of formal power series over S in x, and ap = 2Zj°=0 (aDj)xj, aeR. Zj°=0 sjxi is a unit in (Cs)* if, and only if, s0 is a unit in S. Therefore this M-system of mappings of R into S can be extended to an M-system of mappings of Q into S if, and only if, aD0 is a unit in S for every aeN. Moreover, any such extension is unique. If Q is a subring of S, then for any infinite higher derivation of R into S there is a unique extension to an infinite higher derivation of Q into S. Let an iterative infinite higher derivation of R into R be given; extend the infinite higher derivation of R into Q, deduced from the higher derivation of R into R by inverse transfer of the ring R to Q, to an infinite higher derivation of Q into Q ; and let p be the corresponding representation of ß into (CQ)*. Both of the rules {q^D-, = (<?£>,.)" = Z"=0((íD1)Dj)x-/ andOäf")/^ = yE?=0(í+iJ)(qDi+j)xJ, ¿ = 1,2,3, -, determine infinite higher derivations of Qp into (C0)* which coincide on R". Since Of is the ring of quotients of Rp with respect to the set Np, both rules must define the same higher derivation of Of into (C0)*. Therefore, (qDi)DJ = (itJ)(qDi+j) for any q eQ and i j = 1,2,3, •••, and the extension of an iterative infinite higher derivation of R into R to an infinite higher derivation of Q into Q is again iterative.
4. M-rings. An M-ring is a system consisting of a ring R and an M-system of mappings of R into R. An M-domain is an M-ring R in which R is an integral domain, and an M-field is an M-ring R in which R is a field.
A partial differential ring R is an M-ring in which the M-system of mappings consists of the identity automorphism and derivations which commute with each other in their action on R. The ordinary differential ring is the special case in which there is just one derivation. The ring of all complex valued functions holomorphic throughout a given region of the complex plane, with ordinary differentiation as the derivation, is a differential ring. Rings with higher derivations of rank greater than one may also be considered, and an M-ring in which the M-system of mappings consists of the identity automorphism and higher derivations will be called a ring of differential type.
A partial difference ring R is an M-ring in which the M-system of mappings consists of homomorphisms of R into R which commute with each other in their action on R. The ordinary difference ring is the special case in which there is just one homomorphism. The ring of all real valued functions defined on the real line, with the transformation f(x) ->/(x + 1) as the homomorphism, is a difference ring. An M-ring in which the M-system of mappings consists of hcmomorphisms will be called a ring of difference type. More generally, rings of mixed difference-differential type may be considered; nor do these exhaust the class of M-rings, as Example (2.3) illustrates.
An M-subring (ideal) of an M-ring R is a subring (ideal) of R which is invariant under operations on R by elements of M. Let S be an M-subring of an M-ring R and let {ra | a e A} be a set of elements of R. The intersection of all M-subrings of R which contain S and the elements ra, aeA, is the unique smallest M-subring of R which contains S and the elements rx, aeA, and it will be denoted by S{ra}. Analogously, if L is an M-subfield of an M-field K and {fca | a e A} is a set of elements of K; the intersection of all M-subfields of K which contain L and the elements fca, a e A, is the unique smallest M-subfield of K which contains L and the elements kx, aeA, and it will be denoted by L< kx >.
A homomorphism n of an M-ring R into an M-ring Q is an M-homomorphism if the M-system of mappings of R into Q deduced from the M-system of mappings of R into R by inverse transfer of the ring R to Q induces an M-system of mappings onR' into Q for which the M-system of mappings of Q into Q is an extension. An M-isomorphism of R into Q is an M-homomorphism of R into Q which is one-to-one, and R and Q are M-isomorphic if there is an M-isomorphism of R onto Q. Finally, an M-extension of an M-ring il is a system (Q, i) consisting of an M-ring Q and an M-isomorphism i of 1? into Q. The isomorphic image R' of R will usually be identified with R.
Let / be an M-ideal of an M-ring R and consider the canonical homomorphism of R onto the residue class ring Rjl. Since I is an M-ideal of R, the M-system of mappings of R into Rjl deduced from the M-system of mappings of R into R by inverse transfer of the ring R to R/I induces an M-system of mappings on R/I into R/I. Thus R/I becomes an M-ring and the canonical homomorphism of R onto Rjl is an M-homomorphism. Now suppose n is an M-homomorphism of an M-ring R into an M-ring Q. The kernel of n is an M-ideal 7. of R, R"1 is an M-subring of Q, the induced isomorphism fj of R/I onto Rn is an M-isomorphism of the M-ring R/I into Q, and (ß, fj) is an M-extension of R¡I s R'.
Let R be an M-ring, let {xa | a e A} be a set of elements algebraically independent over R, let R[xa] be the ring of polynomials over R in the xa, aeA, and let i be the canonical isomorphism of R into R Finally, let N be a set of elements of an M-ring R which are not zero divisors in R, let ß be the ring of quotients of R relative to the set JV, and let i be the canonical isomorphism of R into ß. The M-system of mappings of R into ß deduced from the M-system of mappings of R into R by inverse transfer of the ring R to ß can be extended to an M-system of mappings of ß into Q and, consequently, ß becomes an M-ring such that (ß, i) is an M-extension of R, if, and only if, the M x M matrix ( D"eM z^(an))m peM is a unit in QM for every a e JV. Furthermore, when such a structure of an M-ring on ß exists, it is unique.
(4.1) Proposition. Let <p be an M-isomorphism of an M-domain R into an M-field K, and let Q be the field of fractions of R. There is a unique structure of an M-field on ß such that Q is an M-extension of R, and there is a unique extension of <¡> to an M-isomorphism of Q into K.
Proof, ß is the ring of quotients of R relative to the set N of nonzero elements of R, and there is a unique extension of the isomorphism <j> of R into the field K to an isomorphism $ of ß into K. Identifying ß with its isomorphic image of, R is identified with its M-isomorphic image R*. The M-system of mappings of K [June into K restricts to an M-system of mappings of Q into K which extends the Msystem of mappings of R into R s K. Such an extension is unique and the M x M matrix (T<neUz^~(an))mtPeM is a unit in KM for every a e N. But then ( 2"eMz^~(ijn))mp€M must already be a unit in QM for every aeN, and the M-system of mappings of R into RçgçX can be extended to an M-system of mappings of Q into Q S K. Therefore, the M-system of mappings of K into K must restrict to an M-system of mappings of Q into Q; and, thus, Q becomes an M-field which is an M-extension of R. Such a structure of an M-field on Q must be unique, and the canonical embedding of Q in K is the unique extension of cp to an M-isomorphism of Q into K. If K is an M-field which is an M-extension of an M-ring R, then the field of fractions of R in K is the unique smallest M-subfield of K which contains R.
Compatibility of M-extensions and admissible \ /-isomorphisms. Let (S, i) and (TJ) be M-extensions of an M-ring R. A common M-extension of S and T over R is a system (U, g, h) consisting of an M-ring U, and M-isomorphism g of S into U, and an M-isomorphism h of T into U, such that ig = jh. (S, i) and (TJ) are compatible M-extensions of an M-ring R if there exists a common M-extension (U, g, h) of S and T over R, such that U is an M-domain.
If (S, i) and (T,j) are M-extensions of an M-ring R, then, as extensions of the ring R, S and T are algebras over R, and the algebra S ®R T over R is again a ring. The mapping g : s ->■ s ® I is a homomorphism of S into S ®R T, and the mapping /i : í -> 1 ® r is a homomorphism of T into S ®RT. Consider the Msystem of mappings of S into S ®RT deduced from the M-system of mappings of S into S by inverse transfer of the ring S to S®RT, and let p be the corresponding representation of S into (CSXRT)*. Similarly, consider the M-system of mappings of T into S ®RT deduced from the M-system of mappings of T into T by inverse transfer of the ring T to S®R T, and let o be the corresponding representation of T into (CS®RT)*. There is a homomorphism x of S ®R T into (Cs®rT)* such that (s ® t)T = spf, seS and t e T, and, thus an M-system of mappings of S ®R T into S ®RT is determined and S®RT becomes an M-ring. Furthermore, the restriction of x to Sg yields an M-system of mappings of Sg into S ®R T induced by the M-system of mappings of S into S®RT, and the restriction of x to Th yields an M-system of Th into S®RT induced by the M-system of mappings of T into S ®R T. Therefore, g is an M-homomorphism of S into S ®R T and h is an M-homomorphism of T into S® RT.
If S and T are M-domains, then g is an isomorphism of S into S ®R T, h is an isomorphism of T into S ®R T, and (S ®RT, g, h) is a common M-extension of S and T over R. Furthermore, if R is a field and S is a regular extension of R, then S®R T is again an integral domain and (S, /) and (TJ) are compatible M-extensions of jR.
An admissible M-isomorphism of an M-ring R is an M-isomorphism of R into an M-domain which is an M-extension of R.
(5.1) Theorem. If S is an M-domain which is an M-extension of an M-field R, such that S is a regular extension ofR, then S is compatible with any M-domain which is an M-extension of R, an M-isomorphism of R into S is extendable to an admissible M-isomorphism of S, and there exists an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves any element of S which is not also an element of R.
Proof. Let i be the canonical M-isomorphism of R into the M-extension S. If T is an M-domain and ;' is an M-isomorphism of R into T, then the construction of the preceding paragraphs yields a common M-extension (S®RT,g,h) of (S, i) and (TJ) over R and S ®R T is an M-domain.
Suppose / is an M-isomorphism of R into S. Letting T = S and j =/, (S ® R T, h) is an M-extension of T = S and g is an admissible M-isomorphism of S which extends the M-isomorphism j = f. Furthermore, if/ = i, then g is an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves any element of S which is not also an element of R.
Contrasting relaxations of the hypothesis of this theorem can be obtained in special cases. First let K and L be integral domains of characteristic p # 0, and let/ be a homomorphism of K into L. If iO_coand Lp_co are the perfect closures of K and L, respectively, then there is a unique extension of/to a homomorphism / of Rp~ °° into Lp-00. Indeed, if aeK.p~m, then for some positive integer n, ap"eK, and a /is the unique p"th root of (ap")f. Furthermore if / is an isomorphism, so is /.
(5.2) Theorem. If S is an M-domain of difference type which is an M-extension of an M-field R, such that every element of S algebraic over R is purely inseparable over R; then S is compatible with any M-domain which is an Mextension of R, an M-isomorphism of R into S is extendable to an admissible M-isomorphism of S and there exists an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves any element of S not purely inseparable over R.
Proof. If R is a field of characteristic zero, then S is a regular extension and Theorem (5.1) applies. Suppose R is a field of characteristic p # 0. If i is the canonical M-isomorphism of R into S, there is a unique extension of i to an isomorphism í of Rp-00into Sp_cc. Identifying Rp_c0 with its isomorphic image (Rp-00)', R is identified with its M-isomorphic image R\ The M-system of mappings of S into S consists of homomorphisms of S into S and there exist unique extensions of these homomorphisms to homomorphisms of Sp_c0 into Sp~™. In turn, these homomorphisms of Sp~co into Sp'™ restrict to homomorphisms of Rp~ °° into Sp~ °°, which must be the unique extensions of the homomorphisms in the M-system of mappings of R into R to homomorphisms of Rp ~ °° into [June Rp~oe s Sp~oe. Thus St>~oe and R"-00 become M-domains which are M-extensions of S and R, respectively, and the canonical embedding ï of Rp ~ °° into Sp-00 is an M-isomorphism.
Similarly, if T is an M-domain and j is an M-isomorphism of R into T, then there is a unique structure of an M-domain on Tp~ °° and there is a unique extension of ; to an M-isomorphism / of Rp ~ °° into Tp ~ °°. Sp ~ °° is a regular extension of Rp-00; therefore (Sp-00, f) and (Tp-00,/) are compatible M-extensions of Rp-g0, and (S, i) and (T,/) must be compatible M-extensions of R. If T = S, then Tp-c0 = Sp-c0,/can be extended to an admissible M-isomorphism of Sp-00, and the restriction of this admissible M-isomorphism to S is an admissible Misomorphism of S which extends j. Finally, there is an admissible M-isomorphism of Sp-00 over Rp~oe which moves any element of Sp-00 which is not also an element of Rp~oe, and the restriction of this admissible M-isomorphism to S is an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves any element of S not purely inseparable over R.
It is worthwhile to observe that if any two homomorphisms in the M-system of mappings on S and T commute on S and on T, then they commute on S ® R T, Sp~oe, Tp-c0, and Sp~ço®r _to Tp-co. Thus any such commutativity is preserved in the preceding constructions. The importance of the assumption that every element of S algebraic over R be purely inseparable over R can be illustrated as follows : Let R be the difference field consisting of the field of real numbers and the identity automorphism, let S be the difference field consisting of the field of complex numbers and the identity automorphism, and let T be the difference field consisting of the field of complex numbers and the automorphism which maps each complex number onto its conjugate. S and T are M-extensions of R, but they are not compatible, since in any commutative integral domain which is an extension of the field of real numbers there can be at most one subring isomorphic over the field of real numbers to the field of complex numbers.
(5.3) Lemma. Let L be a ring which is an extension of a field K, and let £ be an element ofL which is separably algebraic over K. For any higher derivation of K into L there is a unique extension to a higher derivation of K(Q into L.
Proof. Let x be an element transcendental over K and let p(x) = a0 + axx + a2x2 + •■• + anxn be an irreducible polynomial over K for which £ is a root. A higher derivation of K into L together with the identity isomorphism of K into L is an M-system of mappings of K into L [Examples (2.1) and (2.2)] ; let p be the corresponding representation of K into (CL)*. Any extension of p to a homomorphism of K(£) into (CL)* is induced by a homomorphism of X[x] into (CL)* which also extends p and vanishes on p(x). p can be extended to a homomorphism of K[x] into (CL)* which vanishes on p(x) if, and only if, the M-system of mappings of K into L can be extended to an M-system of mappings of R[x] into L such that (p(x))Df = 0 for every non-negative integer i which does not exceed the rank of the higher derivation of K into L. The induced homomorphism of K(Ç) into (CL)* determines a higher derivation of K(Q into L which extends the higher derivation of K into L if, and only if, xD0 = £. Set xD0 = £ and assume that xDj has already been defined for all positive integers j less than a given positive integer i, which does not exceed the rank of the higher derivation of K into L. With suitable modification, the technique used in the last paragraph of §3 may be re-employed to show that the extension of an iterative infinite higher derivation of K into K to an infinite higher derivation of K(Ç) into K(Ç) is again iterative.
(5.4) Theorem. If S is an M-domain of differential type which is an Mextension of an M-field R, such that S is a separable extension of R, then S is compatible with any M-domain of differential type which is an M-extension of R. An M-isomorphism of R into S is extendable to an admissible M-isomorphism of S, and given any element s0 of S which is not also an element of R there exists an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves s0.
Proof. Let R and S denote the separable algebraic closures of R and S, respectively. If i is the canonical M-isomorphism of R into S, let ï be an extension of i to an isomorphism of R into S. Identifying R with its isomorphic image Rl, R is identified with its M-isomorphic image R\ The M-system of mappings of S into S consists of the identity automorphism of S and higher derivations of S into S. As a consequence of Lemma (5.3), there exist unique extensions of these higher derivations to higher derivations of S into S, which restrict to higher derivations of R into S. These higher derivations of R into S must be the unique extensions of the higher derivations in the M-system of mappings of R into R to higher derivations of R into R ç S. Thus R and S become M-domains of differential type which are M-extensions of S and R, respectively, and the canonical embedding ï of R into S is an M-isomorphism.
Similarly, if T is an M-domain of differential type and ; is an M-isomorphism of R into T, then there is a unique structure of an M-domain of differential type on the separable algebraic closure T of T and any extension of ; to an isomorphism/of R into T is an M-isomorphism. Sis a regular extension of R; therefore (S, I) and (TJ) are compatible M-extensions of R, and (S, i) and (TJ) must be compatible M-extensions of R. If T = S, then T = S,j can be extended to an admissible M-isomorphism of S, and the restriction of this admissible M-isomorphism to S is an admissible M-isomorphism of S which extends / Furthermore, there is an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves any element of S which is not also an element of R. The restriction of this admissible Misomorphism to S is an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves any element of S which is not separably algebraic over R. Suppose s0 is an element of S which is separably algebraic over R, but s0 $R. Let T = S, let j = i, and let / be any extension of; to an isomorphism of R into T = 5 such that s0j i= s0i.
There is an admissible M-isomorphism of S which extends /, and the restriction of this admissible M-isomorphism to S is an admissible M-isomorphism of S over R which moves s0. Observe that S® RT is an M-domain of differential type, so the differential type of the M-rings can be preserved throughout the preceding constructions. If any two higher derivations in the M-system of mappings on S and T commute on S and on T, then they commute on S, T, and S ® RT; thus any such commutativity is preserved in the preceding constructions. Finally, if there is an infinite higher derivation in the M-system of mappings on S and T which is iterative on S and on T; then it is iterative on S, T, and S®RT and the iterative character is preserved in the preceding constructions. The importance of the assumption that S is a separable extension of R can be illustrated as follows: Let F be a field of characteristic p ^ 0, let {x1,x2,x3,x4} be a set of elements algebraically independent over F, and let F(xux2,x3,x4) be the field of rational expressions over F in xu x2, x3, and x4. Let R be the differential field consisting of F(x[, xf) and the derivation which maps every element onto zero, let S be the differential field consisting of F(xp, xp2, x3, x4, xxx3 + x2x4) and the derivation which maps every element onto zero, and let T be the differential field consisting of F(xu x2) and the derivation which maps xt and every element of F onto zero but maps x2 onto 1. S and T are M-extensions of R; but they are not compatible even though R is algebraically closed in S, since in any M-domain which were a common Mextension of S and T over R, the equation 0 = (x^ + x2x4)Dt = (x2Dx)x4 = x4 would be obtained.
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